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The benefits of effective labeling

Retail store owners save a lot of money by being organized. Many store owners spend hours
painstakingly lining up their merchandise so that it appears neat and attractive. This attention to
detail is a great quality. Surprisingly, even meticulous store owners often overlook the importance of
labeling. If products are not clearly labeled, customers become confused. Store owners then have to
waste valuable time answering customer questions and correcting unclearly labeled merchandise.
Mistakes such as undercharging or overcharging customers are also more likely to occur when
retailers do not pay enough attention to their labeling practices. Price tags are a specific area of
labeling that requires special attention.

Putting price stickers on products

Pricing products can be a very time consuming process without the proper tools. Writing prices by
hand is not a cost-effective method for most retailers. A good price tag gun saves business owners
a lot of time and money. An effective, ergonomic tool like a Dennison labeler also helps owners
avoid repetitive stress injuries.

Making the best labeler choice

It can be tempting to choose a labeler based solely on price. Such a decision is likely to be a bad
one. The cheapest devices on the market tend not to last very long. They are prone to wear and
tear, and they can be difficult to load properly. Many employers lose hundreds of hours per year due
to employees having to fiddle with poorly functioning labelers. Choosing a high quality price tag gun
might cost more initially, but the long-term gains will always justify the expense. Instead of buying a
new cheap price tag gun every few months, a store manager can purchase a solid Dennison labeler
and be set for at least a year.

The best devices are versatile

An extra benefit to the best labeling devices is that they offer more printing options than lower end
devices. For instance, a high quality Dennison labeler usually allows users to select from two
separate printing styles. One style is the extra-strength style, which is resistant to damage and
removal. The second style is the removable style, which makes it easy for store managers to
change prices. Owners of the best labelers also enjoy better paper and adhesives. Attractive price
labels have a subtle, yet noticeable influence on customer satisfaction. Even if they do not
consciously realize it, customers subconsciously appreciate good quality.
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